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NIFTY Might test 23000, if 22245 is protected!!

Dear readers,

Nifty underwent cyclical recovery last week with index rising above 22500 once 
again. But index faced tough resistance at 22500 and underwent slight correction.

As US indices are also steadily improving and other markets showing momentum 
there is still chances for NIFTY hitting 23000 soon!!

As long as the crucial support at 22245 is protected, there can be fresh all time 
highs in the index this week. Moreover, if the said level is surpassed, NIFTY might 
break 23000 barrier and move to 23600. 

NIFTY short term and medium term targets and possible bullish and bearish 
formations are discussed in this week’s Sixth Sense.

We expect our beloved readers’ support and co-operation to continue in the future 
as well

Thanks and regards,

Team Qartelz



MANAGE YOUR MONDAY
MORNING TRADE (NIFTY)

People often ask the question “how to get clarity on next day’s Market move-
ment”. We are giving you a solution in this section. 

First, let us have a look at the most important support and resistance level for 
NIFTY on Monday

(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)



(NIFTY Resistance Levels for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

As per the information given above, NIFTY might be finding strong resistance at 22472. If 
the index breaks above 22472, it can be considered as a bullish scenario and NIFTY might 
touch 22656.



(NIFTY Bullish Possibility for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY Bullish Possibility

But if the index has to reach the cycle completion level of 22656, it has to essentially break the 
initial resistance at 22472. After breaking the initial resistance index must break the level 22528 
and later said level should be taken as a support. 

(NIFTY Bullish Cycle Possibility for Monday Source:www.investing.com)



NIFTY Bearish Possibility

(NIFTY Bearish Cycle Possibility for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY will be facing tough resistance at 22457 if bearish cycle is to be continued. If the said 
resistance level is acting as a crucial barrier for the index on Monday, then stock will be continu-
ing the bearish cycle. 

Continuation of bearish cycle essentially requires break of 22400 levels. NIFTY immediate target 
will be at 22308 and if the bearish cycle gets extended, index might eventually find the cycle 
extension target at 22168. 



NIFTY Weekly Outlook!! 

NIFTY Crucial Support at 22389
NIFTY Acid Test Level at 22245 
NIFTY might test 23000 if the Support levels are held

(Analysis of Nifty Hourly Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

NIFTY has been in continuous bullish mode in the last week and faced resistance near the level 
22589. Index was unable to continue the bullish momentum after reaching 22589 levels. The 
eventual retracement in NIFTY found support at 22389. In the bullish scenario, 22245 might act 
as a crucial support or acid test level for the index. As long as 22245 is not broken, one may 
treat the retracement as a buying opportunity. But strict stop loss must be placed at 22245. 

If 22245 is protected and index starts trending upwards from there, we may see fresh all time 
highs in NIFTY and index might touch 23001 in the short run.



NIFTY Bullish Possibility 
NIFTY Cycle Completion Target at 23619!!

(NIFTY Bullish Possibility for the week, Source: www.investing.com)

23001 is the high momentum zone for the index. If NIFTY breaks above 23001, index might 
trend till 23619, which is the cycle completion level for the index. As long as 22245 is positively 
held, markets might trend higher and 23000 may be touched. Extension above 23000 can take 
the index to 23619.



NIFTY Bearish Cycle Possibility
NIFTY Immediate Short Term Support at 22245
Medium Term Crucial Support still at 21900

If NIFTY breaks the support at 22245, index might test 21900 levels. 21900 is a strong interim 
support for the index. NIFTY short term bearish cycle completion is projected at 21626.

(Analysis of Nifty Bearish Cycle Possibility Source: www.investing.com)
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